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Officers:  
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- Chair: Sattar B. Sadkhan
- Vice Chair: Mohammad Zeki
- Secretary: Nidaa A. Abbas
- Treasurer: Sabiha F. Jawad
- Membership Development: Mohammad Khalil
- Educational Activities: Bayan M. Sabar
- Student Activities: Suha M. Hadi
- Women Affinity Activities: Yasemin Kudhier
- Activities for Industry relations: Majed Alhafith
- Gold Affinity Group Chair: Mohammad H. Yaseen

Membership:
As of 31 January 2011, the IEEE IRAQ Section has a total of 129 active members (28 Graduate Student Members, 99 Members, and 2 Student Members).

Meetings:
12 technical, 6 professional, 5 administrative and 1 social meetings have been held since 20 Dec. 2010.

Activities in the near future:
- Improve industry relations and attract more members from the industry
- Technically cosponsor 9 conferences and workshops in 2011
- Participation in Student Congress in Qatar with more than 20 Students
- Organize the second IEEE IRAQ Section Student Annual Award Workshop
- Form two new chapters (Computer and Communication)

Best practices:

Topics to be discussed in London:
Sorry for our uncapability to participate in this Conf. Due to the difficulties in getting visa (directly from IRAQ) I must travel either to Jordan or to Lebanon and stay their at least one week to get visa!
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IEEE IRAQ Section Chair